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DeKalb County Government 
Sycamore, Illinois 

Finance Committee Minutes 
August 3, 2016 

The Finance Committee of the DeKalb County Board met Wednesday, August 3, 2016 at 
7:00pm  in the Administration  Building's  Conference  Room East  in  Sycamore, Illinois. 
Chairman Stoddard called the meeting to order.  Those present were Mr. Cribben, 
Mr. Gudmunson, Mr. Jones, Mr. Reid and Chairman Stoddard. Mr. Luebke and  Ms. Tobias 
were absent.  A quorum was established with 5 members present and 2 absent. 

Others that were present included Tim Bagby, Joan Berkes Hanson, Gary Hanson, 
Christine Johnson, Tim Kearns,  Dianne  Leifheit,  Paul  Miller  and Pete  Stefan. 

APPROVAL OF THE MIINUTES 
It was moved by Mr. Cribben and seconded by Mr. Jones to approve the minutes from 
June 1, 2016.  The motion carried unanimously. 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA 
It was moved by Mr. Gudmunson and seconded by Mr. Jones to approve the agenda as 
presented. Chairman Stoddard mentioned that the Authorized Depositories Resolution item was 
recently added to the agenda.  The motion carried unanimously. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
There were no public comments. 

DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAX SALE RESOLUTIONS 
Ms. Christine Johnson, DeKalb County Treasurer outlined that unpaid property taxes are sold 
annually at the County's tax sale. She explained that those taxes that do not receive a bid default 
to the County as trustee for the taxing body and the County then acts as the tax buyer. 
Ms. Johnson further explained that after 3 years, the County can take deed to the parcels and sell 
them. She referenced parcel 08-14-329-021, which is a vacant property located on North First 
Street in DeKalb and per the proposed Resolution (attached to these minutes), the property will 
be transferred to the City of DeKalb. 

It was moved by Mr. Jones and seconded by Mr. Reid to forward the Resolution to the 
County Board, proposing the transfer of parcel 08-14-329-021 to the City of DeKalb for the 
sum of $2,209.43 to be paid to the Treasurer of DeKalb County, Illinois. The motion 
carried unanimously. 
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Ms. Johnson referenced parcel 09-29-134-010, which is located  on Somonauk Road  in Cortland. 
She stated that the house that once stood on the property fell into disrepair and was demolished. 
Ms. Johnson outlined that per the proposed Resolution  (attached  to these minutes),  the property 
will be transferred to the Town of Cortland. Ms. Johnson added that this program is helpful in 
getting orphan properties  into the hands  of individuals  or entities that will  take care of   them. 

It was moved by Mr. Cribben and seconded by Mr. Gudmunson to forward the Resolution 
to the County Board, proposing the transfer of parcel 09-29-134-010 to the Town of 
Cortland for the sum of $184.25. The motion carried unanimously. 

AUTHORIZED   DEPOSITORIES  RESOLUTION 
Ms. Johnson presented the annual proposed Resolution (attached to these minutes) that lists 
recommended financial institutions to serve as depositories of public funds in the custody of the 
DeKalb County Treasurer. She added that all of the listed institutions also collect real estate 
taxes for the County, which provides a convenient option for some citizens. 

It was moved by Mr. Jones and seconded by Mr. Cribben to forward the Resolution to the 
County Board, recommending the listed financial institutions serve as depositories of 
public funds in the custody of the DeKalb County Treasurer. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN UPDATE 
Mr. Pete Stefan, DeKalb County Finance Director introduced Tim Kearns, Employee Benefits 
Consultant with R.J. Lee & Associates. Mr. Kearns presented the Aggregate  Report  for 2016  
(which is attached to these minutes) that provides a snapshot of the financial performance of the 
County's health insurance plan for the first 6 months of the plan year. Mr. Kearns explained that 
the current loss ratio is 82.8%, which represents performance that is 2.8% worse than what was 
anticipated. Mr. Kearns  stated that this  is not great news, but that  it isn't necessarily a bad  result. 
He mentioned  that there have been  2 large claims  in 2016 thus far that have each    exceeded 
$95,000. Mr. Kearns explained that in 2015, there were 4 claims at this point in the year that 
exceeded $95,000, and in 2014, there were 7 claims that exceeded that amount. Mr. Kearns 
outlined that prescription drug performance for the first 6 months of 2016 has yielded a loss ratio 
of 20%.  He stated that it's desirable to keep this loss ratio as low as possible. 

Mr. Kearns reviewed the County's medical demographics, comparing the first 6 months of 2016 
with the first 6 months of 2015, and outlined that overall plan membership is up slightly due to 
an increase in the number of dependent children enrolled in the plan. He explained that this 
increase had a positive impact on the average member age, which is now lower than last year and 
more desirable  in terms of its effect on future plan   cost. 

In terms of medical claims, Mr. Kearns reviewed that total payments are down this year by 
15.l%. He detailed that there was a $510.34 cost per month per member for 2015, compared to a
current $427.89 cost per month per member.
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Mr. Kearns outlined that there are some disappointing results with an 11.4% increase in 
pharmacy expenses and an increase of 17.I % on dental claims. He mentioned that the 11.4% 
increase on the pharmacy expenses is actually less than the national average, as prescription 
drugs are currently the largest growing expense in healthcare. He mentioned that he has 
requested additional detail from BlueCross BlueShield on the dental claims to better understand 
the reason for the increase. 

Mr. Kearns explained that specialty medications, which are high-cost drugs that require close 
supervision and monitoring for serious and/or complex chronic conditions, are driving the 
increase in healthcare costs and they present a significant challenge for health plans in 
accommodating members that require these medications. Mr. Kearns mentioned that certain 
brand-name medications will likely require a higher co-pay after January 1, 2017, and that 
mandatory prior-authorizations for certain medications will likely be implemented. He stated 
that all of these changes represent an attempt to more tightly manage pharmaceutical costs. 
Mr. Kearns stated that he has been in discussion with Mr. Stefan on the possibility of modifying 
the County's pharmacy network in an effort to reduce plan cost. Mr. Kearns mentioned that 
adding tiers to plans with higher co-pays would be another method to control cost. He stated that 
the greatest opportunity for cost savings is in the management of pharmaceutical care with the 
objective of adopting those changes that won't have a significantly negative impact on the 
members. 

Mr. Cribben asked if Mr. Kearns feels that the County is getting its money's worth on the 
administration fee paid to Prime Therapeutic, which is the plan's pharmaceutical  manager. 
Mr. Kearns responded that he does think the County is getting a good value for the dollar they 
are paying. 

Mr. Stoddard inquired about the status of the "Cadillac Tax", which would potentially result in a 
tax on employer-sponsored plans that exceed certain thresholds. Mr. Kearns responded that this 
tax is currently on hold and has been delayed until 2020. He also mentioned that there is a 
possibility the "Cadillac Tax" proposal will go away entirely, but cautioned that a different tax 
will likely take its place. 

Mr. Hanson asked Mr. Kearns to quantify the potential impact that could be realized if some of 
the suggested cost-containment strategies were implemented by the County. Mr. Kearns 
responded that a reasonable result would be a 1% or 2% cost reduction and that this savings 
would be most impactful over time. 

Mr. Cribben requested further explanation of pharmacy classification and network strategy. 
Mr. Kearns explained that not every pharmacy chain has the same contract, and directing 
members to or away from certain chains can have a positive financial impact on the plan. 
Mr. Kearns also mentioned that small "mom and pop" type pharmacies play a critical role in 
networks, as they frequently provide the only service available in rural areas and can also serve 
as "compounding" pharmacies, which are very specialized pharmacies authorized to combine 
required additives to manufacture products that aren't sold off the  shelf. 
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Mr. Kearns commented that another area that is being reviewed for cost savings is moving from 
a flat-dollar co-pay to a co-insurance / percentage plan that would encourage members to shop 
for the lowest cost prescriptions. He cautioned that there are considerations with this technique 
and that it's a balancing act in determining the best fit. 

Mr. Cribben inquired about possible cost savings with the dental plan. Mr. Kearns stated that the 
County doesn't currently have an overly rich dental plan and that considering a cost-saving 
move to network coverage would likely result in a significant disruption to members, as dental 
networks typically aren't very large. Mr. Kearns mentioned that he will continue to work with Mr.  
Stefan on options and budget  considerations  for the  County. 

Mr.  Stoddard thanked Mr. Kearns for the  information  he presented.  - Attachments (.pdf)

BUILDING  INSPECTOR  SALARY  RANGE 
Mr. Hanson reminded the committee that Mr. Miller will  be leaving County employment  
effective September  1st and that there are two additional  open positions that need to be  
considered. He explained that one item of consideration is the salary range of the Building 
Inspector. Mr. Hanson stated that he feels that the current Building Inspector salary range may 
be too low and that based on prior experience in advertising for this role, he feels the current 
salary range will have a negative impact on the recruiting process. He outlined that the County 
hasn't yet determined if a Building Inspector will be hired or if the County will continue to 
outsource the position.   Mr. Hanson  feels it prudent  that a salary range be established  at   this 
point so that the County will be prepared to move forward with recruitment, if that is the decision 
that's ultimately made. Mr. Hanson  added that although the County  is considering  significant 
budget cuts, it is anticipated that the County will still meet the budget target established for 
Planning  & Zoning.   He mentioned  that hiring a Building  Inspector  at a higher salary  range 
won't jeopardize the budget.  Mr. Hanson  invited  Mr. Miller to provide  additional information 
on the staffing strategy  for the Planning  & Zoning  Department. 

Mr. Miller  outlined  that the current  starting salary range for the Building  Inspector  is $22.85  - 
$25.14 and that prior advertisement of this position just a few months ago only yielded 2  
applicants within  4 weeks.  Mr. Miller  explained that the County considers  a qualified  inspector 
to be one that has 1O+ years of industry experience with certifications and familiarity with 
building codes. He went on to state that inspectors with these qualifications are in very high 
demand. Mr. Miller said that following a 2015 salary study, the County determined that the 
average salary for a Building Inspector in surrounding counties is $29 - $42 per hour and that 
DeKal b County's range is significantly below the average. He stated that a determination has 
been made that increasing the current range by $3.00 will allow DeKalb County to be more 
competitive  in recruiting  and retaining a qualified  Building  Inspector. 

It was moved by Mr. Jones and seconded by Mr. Reid to forward the Resolution to the 
County Board, recommending an increase in the Building Inspector starting salary range 
from $22.85 - $25.14 per hour to $25.85 - $28.14 per hour. 
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Mr. Jones commented that it's important to put the groundwork in place and be prepared to begin
recruiting for aqualified Building Inspector. Mr. Jones mentioned that he is not afan ofutilizing
a contractor for this role, as this is a key position.

The motion carried unanimously.

NEW BUSINESS
No new business items were discussed.

ADJOURNMENT

Mr. Cribben moved to adjourn the meeting and Mr. Gudmunson seconded the motion.
The motion carried unanimously.

Stoddard, Chairman

Christie Klein, Recording Secretary
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Aggregate Report 2016

Factors $ Rate $1,579.43 2016 Access Fees

PPO S 1,579.43$   

PPO F 1,579.43$   

HDHP S 1,579.43$   

HDHP F 1,579.43$   

10,061$            B

Month PPO S PPO F HDHP S HDHP F
Total 

Factor/Month YTD FACTOR Medical Claims RX Claims Total Claims
Specific 
Claims

Non‐
Covered 
Claims Net Claims  YTD Net Claims

January 59 201 9 24 462,773$       462,773$             294,885$             103,516$           398,401$          ‐$             ‐$              398,401$          398,401$           

February 57 198 9 24 454,876$       917,649$             275,315$             111,430$           386,745$          ‐$             ‐$              386,745$          785,146$           

March 58 200 9 25 461,194$       1,378,842$         390,867$             101,216$           492,083$          699$            ‐$              491,384$          1,276,530$       

April  61 197 9 25 461,194$       1,840,036$         238,208$             150,446$           388,654$          21,901$      ‐$              366,753$          1,643,283$       

May 60 194 9 25 454,876$       2,294,912$         165,385$             75,020$              240,405$          2,415$        ‐$              237,990$          1,881,273$       

June 57 196 9 25 453,296$       2,748,208$         314,385$             95,434$              409,819$          27,007$      ‐$              382,812$          2,264,085$       

July  0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

August 0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

September 0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

October 0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

November 0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

December 0 0 0 0 ‐$                2,748,208$         ‐$                      ‐$                    ‐$                  ‐$             ‐$              ‐$                   2,264,085$       

Total 352 1186 54 148 1,679,045$          637,062$           2,316,107$      52,022$      ‐$              2,264,085$      

A B

Loss Ratio 82.8%

B/A
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Aggregate Report 2016

Large Claimants 0

>$95,000

January 0 RX Rebates 31,987$      
February 0 Admin fees 82,051$      
March 1
April 2 YTD Agg YTD Spec Total S/L
May 2 Premium 5,992$              255,702$          261,694$       
June 2 Claims ‐$              52,022.00$   52,022$          
July 0 Loss Ratio 0.0% 20.3% 19.9%
August 0
September 0
October 0
November 0
December 0 Page 2
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• Overall, membership increased by 1.2% between reporting periods. 

• The average age was 35.3 and decreased by  3.5% between reporting 
periods.

• Contract size increased by 3.6% between reporting periods.

• Females between the ages of 20 and 44 increased from 17.7% to 18.4%   
between reporting periods.

Report Description: Provided medical demographics for the current account year to date period compared to the prior account year to date period and percent change.

Medical Demographics

Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Average Membership 646 654 1.2%

Employee 295 288 -2.4%

Spouse 137 130 -5.1%

Dependent 214 235 9.8%

Average Contract Size 2.2 2.3 3.6%

Average Age 36.6 35.3 -3.5%

Employee 48.0 47.9 -0.2%

Spouse 48.4 47.7 -1.4%

Dependent 13.4 13.0 -2.6%

% Under 30 38.2% 41.1%

% 30 to 49 29.0% 28.3%

% 50 to 64 28.0% 26.2%

% 65+ 4.7% 4.4%

Gender

Proportion of Males 45.0% 44.6%

Proportion of Females 55.0% 55.4%

Females Ages 20-44 17.7% 18.4%

DEKALB COUNTY GOVERNMENT: ASO NON-HMO 

Enrollment Overview
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Medical Order of Reduction

Paid Month Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Billed $894,207 $4,638,207 $4,366,532 -5.9%

Not Covered $199,955 $466,885 $541,029 15.9%

Covered $694,252 $4,171,321 $3,825,503 -8.3%

Discount $291,077 $1,755,221 $1,656,966 -5.6%

Allowed $403,175 $2,416,100 $2,168,536 -10.2%

Out of Pocket $38,525 $276,229 $289,902 4.9%

COB $26,606 $116,261 $43,250 -62.8%

COB Medicare $20,435 $42,131 $137,638 226.7%

Other Reductions $3,255 $6,574 $19,633 198.7%

Other Adjustments $0 $0 $0

Paid - Provider $314,353 $1,974,905 $1,678,114 -15.0%

Other Payments $32 $3,185 $931 -70.8%

Medical Paid $314,385 $1,978,090 $1,679,045 -15.1%

Report Description: Provides a breakdown of the medical order of reduction from billed to paid for the current month, current account year to date period, prior account year 
to date period and a percent change.  This report may highlight key measures and their potential impact on paid expenses.

Other reductions includes penalties, workers compensation savings, and subrogation savings.
Other payments includes Blue Card access fees and surcharges. Also displayed are other adjustments.

Group Liability Breakdown
Paid Month Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Medical Paid $314,385 $1,978,090 $1,679,045 -15.1%

Pharmacy Paid $95,434 $571,791 $637,063 11.4%

Dental Paid $16,855 $85,190 $99,780 17.1%

Total Paid Claims $426,674 $2,635,072 $2,415,888 -8.3%

Recoveries
Total Paid Claims + 
Recoveries $426,674 $2,635,072 $2,415,888 -8.3%

Fees & Credits $33,580 ($88,719) $311,759 451.4%

Group Liability $460,254 $2,546,354 $2,727,647 7.1%

Fees and Credits Breakdown
Paid Month Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Access Fee $4,420 $23,097 $20,286 -12.2%

Admin Fee $19,436 $118,073 $118,737 0.6%

ASO Adjustments ($26,894) ($453,047) ($56,972) 87.4%

Rx Credit Fees ($5,236) ($23,076) ($31,987) -38.6%

Aggregate Stop Loss $5,734 $5,992 4.5%

Specific Stop Loss $41,853 $240,502 $255,702 6.3%

Extra Fees

Summary $33,580 ($88,719) $311,759 451.4%

DEKALB COUNTY GOVERNMENT: ASO NON-HMO 

Financial Overview: Financial Summary
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Report Description: This report provides an overview of the prescription expenses as well as providing percent change in these expenses between the current month, current 
account year to date period, prior year to date period and percent change.

Cost Sharing Distribution

Cost Sharing Distribution
Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Retail Mail Retail Mail Retail Mail Retail Mail
Member Out of Pocket 8.4% 8.2% 11.3% 9.4% 8.5% 11.2% -24.7% 19.9%
Plan Paid 91.6% 91.8% 88.7% 90.6% 91.5% 88.8% 3.2% -2.1%

Savings Summary

Savings Summary
Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change

Retail Mail Summary Retail Mail Summary Retail Mail Summary Retail Mail Summary
Discount $54,114 $17,630 $71,744 $308,952 $132,997 $441,949 $361,735 $114,090 $475,825 17.1% -14.2% 7.7%
MAC Savings $37,743 $10,192 $47,935 $201,247 $78,636 $279,884 $243,084 $74,292 $317,377 20.8% -5.5% 13.4%
%  Discount 38.4% 50.6% 40.8% 37.9% 49.6% 40.8% 37.5% 54.1% 40.5% -1.0% 9.1% -0.7%

Key Indicators Summary
Key Indicators Summary Jun 2016 Jan 2015 - Jun 2015 Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 % Change
Unique Pharmacy Members 649 683 674 -1.3%
Average Age (Years) 35.6 36.6 35.3 -3.5%
Proportion of Males 44.5% 45.0% 44.6% -0.8%
Proportion of Females 55.5% 55.0% 55.4% 0.7%
Member Months 649 3,877 3,922 1.2%
Claimants 243 428 423 -1.2%
Services 667 4,383 4,357 -0.6%
Prescriptions PMPM 1.03 1.13 1.11 -1.7%
Paid $95,434 $571,791 $637,063 11.4%
Paid PMPM $147.05 $147.48 $162.43 10.1%
Allowed $104,117 $641,832 $699,379 9.0%
Allowed PMPM $160.43 $165.55 $178.32 7.7%
Avg. Ingredient Cost/Prescription $155.16 $145.28 $159.56 9.8%
Generic Dispensing Rate 82.2% 77.7% 80.7% 3.9%
Formulary Compliance Rate 91.0% 90.4% 90.8% 0.5%
Generic Substitution Rate 99.8% 99.4% 99.5% 0.1%
Out of Pocket Percent of Allowed 8.3% 10.9% 8.9% -18.5%
Retail as a Percent of Prescriptions 92.2% 90.3% 91.9% 1.7%
Mail Order as a Percent of Prescriptions 7.8% 9.7% 8.1% -16.2%
Specialty Percent of Total Prescriptions 1.0% 1.6% 1.3% -16.6%
Specialty Percent of Total Paid 47.4% 37.3% 48.5% 30.1%
Specialty Average Ingredient 
Cost/Prescription $6,553.94 $3,133.46 $5,418.22 72.9%

DEKALB COUNTY GOVERNMENT: ASO NON-HMO 

Pharmacy: Key Indicators
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